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Events in 2020 created an unprecedented boom in the uptake of walking 

and cycling, both as a mode of transport and for leisure. This was mainly 

due to three factors: 

 Motor vehicle traffic had dropped by 2/3rds in spring, with public 

transport usage even lower.  

 We were allowed out of our homes once per day, but only for exer-

cise, and all gyms and sports clubs were closed. 

 The UK experienced its sunniest spring and driest May on record. 

Between April and June, cycling regularly exceeded 250% of normal    

pre-COVID levels. Annual bicycle sales grew 60% from March 2020, with 

national cycling participation rising from 16.5% to 18% – an extra 3,000 

cyclists within the Stockton borough alone. 

 

COVID-19 had provided the appetite for walking and cycling in huge 

numbers, but at the same time placed great restrictions on the Stockton 

Active Travel Hub’s work.  

The Hub’s method of delivery has always been personal, face-to-face, 

hands-on and sociable. It involves leaving our door wide-open to the High 

Street, bringing people together for group activities and classes, and    

using our team of mostly retirement-age volunteers. None of this was 

compatible with the dangers of COVID-19, and from 23rd March all of our 

delivery had to stop.  

2020 was an opportunity for active travel to shine, but to do so, the Hub 

had to find alternative ways to engage with the record numbers of people 

who now needed our assistance.  

 

The following is a summary of how we responded to this challenge,    

broken down into projects. 

Introduction 
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In the very early stages of the first lockdown, 

we helped to distribute emergency food   

parcels to sheltering residents in Stockton.  

Using the Hub’s cargo bikes, three Hub staff 

delivered half a tonne of food around the       

borough. It was a great chance to show how 

effective cargo bikes can be at transporting 

small packages; we even spread the word in a 

small segment on the BBC Radio Tees      

Breakfast Show. 

Emergency Food Delivery 

1/2 tonne  
of food delivered to 52 

households over 4 days 
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For people new to commuting on foot or by 

bike, knowing the best route to take is crucial.  

Many key workers were looking to avoid public 

transport and switch to active travel for their 

commute, so we knew our services would be 

needed. We made a digital version of our travel 

planning service, where users can input their start 

and end locations on our website, along with in-

formation about how they would like to travel, 

and we would use our local knowledge to make a 

personalised digital map route which they could 

use on their computer or phone. 

We shared this through our social platforms, as 

well as to large Stockton employers with the help 

of SBC’s Better Health at Work contacts. We re-

ceived 97 requests in total, and responded to all 

of these with bespoke map routes. 

For those who prefer a paper map, we distrib-

uted 950 local walking and cycling maps to 11 

supermarkets around the Stockton Borough, so 

that people could collect them as they shopped. 

Personalised Travel Planning 

97 digital route maps 

paper maps 

distributed to  

custom-made for commuters 

950 supermarkets 11 
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As our usual guided rides were cancelled, 

our fleet of hybrid bikes in the Hub was going 

unused.  

With bike shops running out of bikes, and key 

workers looking to avoid public transport, we 

offered our bikes to staff at North Tees Hospital 

and Holme House Prison. This was a success, 

with 25 bikes loaned to key-workers. 14 of 

these bikes are still being ridden 7 months on.  

Bikes for Key Workers 

25 
bikes loaned  

to key-workers 

The service was really easy to use, which was great. The bike suited my needs and it was perfect 

for me to get to work. I was given great advice on which routes to take, even though I didn’t ask 

for it. I hadn’t even thought it would be important, but knowing the best route to ride on turned 

out to be really useful. I could tell everyone I spoke to was passionate about cycling. I used the 

bike for two weeks and then got one of my own. I’ve actually bought two more bikes since then! 

Jameil - Holme House Prison  

“I can say I have loved having my bike. I cycle to work a couple of times a week which is 7 miles 

in. It’s also been handy to pop to the shop with a backpack, it saves me driving because parking 

at the store in MSG is terrible most of the time. Thanks once again.” 

Alison - North Tees Hospital 

Image sent to us by a key-worker, taken on her commute. 
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Bicycle MOTs Return 

150 
bikes 

checked 

With the massive uptake in cycling, local bike shops became inundated 

with sales orders and maintenance requests 

At its peak, Stockton bike shops had a minimum 6-8 week wait for any 

maintenance. 

In response, in early May we started a COVID-safe version of our “bike 

MOT“ service: a free same-day health check of any bike, regardless of the 

condition. We’ll get the bike working as well as possible, and advise on any 

repair work necessary. The purpose of a bike MOT is to: 

 Remove the cost barrier to basic cycle maintenance. 

 Help diagnose small issues before they become costly. 

 Allow people to know whether an old bike is worth restoring. 

 Give peace-of-mind regarding the safety of a bike purchased second 

hand. 

Demand for these MOT checks was extremely high, and between May and 

December 2020 we fully checked 150 bikes. 
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Walking Route Maps 

60 
walking 

routes 

across 

every 

town      

in the     

borough 

Soon after the first lockdown, “walks near me” became the top 

Google search term directing people to the Hub’s website.  

With restrictions forcing people to walk from their doorstep, we needed 

to expand our range of recommended walking routes to include every 

area of Stockton-on-Tees.  

The Hub’s volunteer Walk Leaders are experts in short guided walks in 

their local area, and while in lockdown they were the perfect team to 

help build a definitive bank of walking routes. We worked together to 

map 60 decent routes, uploaded them to Google Maps, and hosted 

them on our website. 

Promotion of these maps began in early May, and with help from SBC’s 

social media channels, the routes have 31,500 views so far. 

31.5k 
map 

views 
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Reopening Bike Parking 

4,194 
bikes parked in 2019 

2,054 
bikes parked in 2020 

Under a new COVID-safe process, we reopened our cycle parking facility to the public in        

mid-June, and have kept it open since.  

We’ve found that a small number of people would turn to public transport if they didn’t have the option 

of secure cycle parking – mostly because they are riding high-value e-bikes. Although numbers are 

low, it feels worthwhile to continue safely offering this throughout subsequent lockdowns. 
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"Ride To Stockton" Campaign 

bikes parked in 2019 

As non-essential shops   

reopened over the summer, 

journeys to Stockton        

increased  

We made a poster campaign 

to encourage people to cycle 

to the town centre instead of 

using buses.  

The posters were displayed in 

50 bus stops, as well as in 

some shops around the town 

centre. 

50 
Displayed in 

bus stops 
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Schools Campaign 

Distributed 

packs to 

323 
website   

visits 

In July we were approached by SBC’s Transport department, asking 

for assistance promoting active travel for pupils when schools re-

turned in September.  

Crowded public transport represented a huge risk for COVID transmission, 

and although schools were prepared to safely reopen, many overlooked 

what pupils were doing outside of their gates. 

Let’s Go Tees Valley were planning a wider marketing campaign around 

this, so we focussed on reaching each school and college. Creating a travel 

plan for each pupil was unrealistic, so instead we aimed to provide every 

school and college with advice and leaflets that they could distribute to 

their pupils. We found contacts who could distribute information to every 

head teacher, head of health and wellbeing, and head of PE (often respon-

sible for travel and wider health-based projects in primary schools). We 

made 4 short leaflets – two for primary schools / parents, and two for sec-

ondary schools / parents, with information about why it was important to 

avoid public transport and instead walk, scoot or cycle to school, along 

with information about how to do this safely.  

primary 

schools 

secondary 

schools + 

colleges 

49 

15 

3250 
map views 

Website screenshot 
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31.5k 
map 

views 

Every 

town     

in the 

Borough 

We hosted the leaflet information 

on our website, along with travel 

maps for every secondary school. 

We used postcode data from all  

secondary school pupils to make 

accurate route maps for every     

secondary school, so that each pupil 

could work out their ideal route. 

QR codes were included in the leaf-

lets to help pupils access these 

maps easily. 

The leaflet for secondary school pupils 

Example Map:  

Our Lady and St 

Bede School. 

Green routes are 

traffic-free, yellow 

routes are the 

safest possible 

option. 
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Bike Recycling 
After a long break, our volunteer mechanics were able to 

return to the workshop in small numbers and begin        

refurbishing the backlog of bikes we had gratefully         

received from the public over the summer.  

With a flow of bikes returning, we were able to resume        

donating bikes to Stockton’s asylum seekers through the    

Arrivals GP Practice. Numbers for the year are low: 28 in total. 

We began selling bikes again, offering reliable bikes at a low 

cost (usually between £20 - £40). We also joined the town 

centre’s small business campaign “FiverFest”, selling         

children’s bikes for £5. The funds raised from the sale of bikes 

goes back into our workshop, to help purchase the spare 

parts we need to fix more bikes. 

117 
donated to us 

Backlog of donated bikes Ready to collect £5 bikes for sale 

58 28 bikes 

and given away 
repaired sold 

“The bikes are so helpful and    

beneficial for them. As Asylum 

Seekers with low incomes they 

can't afford to pay for  tickets on 

public transport, so bikes are the 

best way for them to get to their         

appointments.” 

Riada - Diversity Inside Us 
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Google Street View 

Every one of Stockton's roads 

is documented on Google 

Street View, but not a single 

path.  

As part of a wider project to 

make Stockton easier to navigate 

in a healthy way, we continued to 

add Stockton's best paths to 

Street View. It’s useful for explor-

ing new paths from home before 

travelling on them, and to study 

barriers and surface quality for 

those using wheelchairs, push-

chairs or adaptive cycles.  

 

(Total image views are the only metric we 

can access, but they aren’t very representa-

tive of actual usage. One person may view 

100+ images when scrolling through a path). 

7 miles 
of Street View 

routes added 

182,000 
total image views 
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Coffee Walks 
The November lockdown meant that once again people couldn’t meet in homes, or in pubs or cafés. 

We had listened to a lot of locals voicing their worries at no longer being able to see friends and family,    

despite this still being possible if they did it outdoors. From a wellbeing perspective, we wanted to help      

encourage inactive people to continue socialising safely, by getting a coffee and enjoying an autumnal walk. 

We contacted 30 cafes around Stockton-on-Tees, and spoke to all of those still open for takeaway trading. 

We then linked their location and opening times to a selection of short walking routes, and advertised these 

maps online. These maps had very positive feedback from users, and we even had coffee shops contacting 

us asking to be added to the maps. 

135 

33 

60 

likes 

comments 

shares 

2578 
map views 

https://thehubstockton.wordpress.com/coffee-walks/
https://thehubstockton.wordpress.com/coffee-walks/


Walk Talk Stockton campaign 

Following the success of the Coffee Walks, we made a social media campaign and an                 

accompanying website to encourage inactive people to go walking over the Christmas period.  

The website is tailored to people who are new to walking, and has comprehensive answers to frequently 

asked questions. It also hosts an updated version of our route map library, which is much easier to use 

on a mobile phone, along with pictures and descriptions of the areas the walks cover. 

To help this message reach people who aren’t interested in walking already, we paid for a short           

animation to be shown to Stockton-based Instagram users with interests in staying at home, pubs,    

Netflix etc.  

Through the paid advertising, the animation was shown to 9000 people that our Instagram account    

usually wouldn’t reach. It was fully viewed 2,900 times, and 150 of these viewers clicked through to the 

website to learn more. 

Stages of the animation 
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Walk Talk Stockton website         

Mobile view: 

Homepage and sections of 

the Route Map Library 
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Activity Total  

Guided Walks 70 Ended mid-March 

Guided Rides 37 Ended mid-March 

Maintenance Courses 5 Ended mid-March 

Learn to Ride sessions 23 
Ended mid-March,       

resumed Aug - Oct 

Bike MOTs delivered 150 
Ended in March,     

resumed 7th May 

Bikes Parked 2054 
Closed in March,        

re-opened 15th June 

Website Visits 16,600 
Our largest website   

reach in 5 years 

Map Views 40,500 New for 2020 

Social Media Reach 135,800 
Our largest annual   

social media reach 

Total Outputs 
Figures for our core delivery are extremely low, as they  

had to stop in March. 

The figures for our online tools look promising, and 

we’ve received very positive feedback, but we don’t yet 

have a method to measure their impact in greater detail. 

This will be a focus in 2021. 



Instead of our usual Christmas Meal, 

volunteers went for rides in groups of 6 

Our only off-site MOT session of 2020: North Tees Hospital 

Summary 
Thanks to the challenges we faced in 

2020, the Active Travel Hub now has 

a comprehensive offer of online tools 

and services to inspire and enable 

active travel throughout Stockton-on-

Tees. These digital tools help us 

broaden our reach, are cheap to 

maintain, and are scalable. 

Nevertheless, the impact of COVID-

19 has been felt. Although it helped 

us to forge new partnerships with 

schools, SBC departments and large 

local employers, it inevitably          

distanced us from the public and 

from our volunteers. It has removed 

the ‘heart’ of what we do: passionate, 

interactive face-to-face delivery. 

We’re all looking forward to the day 

this can restart. 

When it does, our online platforms 

created over the past year will      

continue running - we’re eager to  

unify these two versions of the Hub 

and create a service that’s stronger 

and more effective than ever. 



“I thoroughly enjoyed my time with the bike, as I was able to 

spend more time outdoors exploring the area where I live 

more in-depth. I discovered multiple cycle tracks which lead 

to beautiful settings and scenery. The pictures I have sent 

along with this email are just some of the places I went to 

with my friends and family (socially distancing of course) on 

days out on our bikes. 

I feel a lot fitter and healthier from regular bike rides out and 

riding to and from work. It’s improved my mood on a   

morning and it gives me a brighter outlook on the day 

ahead. I’m thankful for the opportunity, and I’m considering 

getting my own bike after the time with the loan bike.” 

 

Olivia - Medical Engineer Apprentice - North Tees Hospital 

Photos from Olivia 


